
The Jupiter>Pluto Exact Conjunction on April 5 and What Might Manifest

On April 5 Jupiter and Pluto make the first of their three exact conjunctions in Capricorn. 
This conjunction will have a different influence to the January 12 conjunction of Saturn and Pluto 
as Jupiter has a different influence to Saturn. Saturn is restrictive while Jupiter is normally 
expansive; Saturn is materially-based while Jupiter is more spiritually-based. But when Jupiter is 
right beside (= in conjunction with) Pluto (the Lord of the Underworld/the Unconscious hidden 
factor/the Shadow) this normally positive expansive Jupiter energy manifests in a shadow fashion. 
This can occur in two ways:
* Firstly in the sense of so-called religious cum spiritual energy manifesting in a dark, devious, 
false shadow-fashion, especially via what are called false religious cum spiritual 
‘teachers/prophets/messiahs’, and even via the so-called ‘anti-christ’ making his appearance (We 
say ‘his’ but it could also be ‘her’). All the religious cum esoteric teachings have stated that the anti-
christ (the Dajjal in Islam) will appear before the Christ or World Avatar (the Imam Maydi in Islam,
or the Kalki Avatar in Hinduism or the Buddha Maitreya in Buddhism or the Avatar of Aquarius in 
esoteric terminology) will Appear. This conjunction is the perfect astrological aspect to fit such an 
appearance of either the anti-christ and/or a number of false ‘messiahs., especially along the 
Christian line. It also indicates that a number of spiritual teachers/guides (Jupiter) with deep 
psychological wisdom of the shadow side of life (Pluto) will appear to warn humans about this anti-
christ situation. Whoever these false teachers/messiahs are they will be very (dark) magnetic 
figures, who use clever (and stupid) lies and deception to put many people into a state of fear and 
apprehension with false promises of being ‘saved’ if they follow them and their organisations. If 
this manifests as the actual anti-christ (= Lucifer, the ‘tester’ of humanities values and choices) this 
will obviously be a very potent magnetic figure whose aura itself and powerful deceptive words will
drive many people into his false arms. So people should be AWARE of this. Saturn (the two-horned
human goat) is the planet associated with Lucifer (both related to the ‘testing’ issue) and Saturn 
rules Capricorn, so this Jupiter-Pluto conjunction in Capricorn is very attuned to the above issue 
(We just sent you the exact words of the Christ/cum New Testament ‘Revelations’ on this very 
important issue).

* Secondly Jupiter in Capricorn under normal circumstances indicates a very positive and 
expansive energy and attitude towards political and economic issues, but conjunct Pluto this takes 
on a false deceptive and self-deceptive (= not recognising the shadow side of human and economic
life) dimension. In other words, for example, the Wall Street Stock Exchange is at a very high 
(although it is already having a major fall due to the coronavirus effect on the Chinese and World 
economy, which in itself is connected to Pluto, an ‘animal to human jumping virus from the 
underworld’. The virus has spread to S Korea, Italy, Spain, Iran, the US, etc. Trump says ‘no worry 
– all is well’. Great positive self-deception/deception). It is at a high because the US Federal 
Reserve has been printing trillions of $’s to prop up the Stock Exchange and the Banking system 
(which are of course interconnected). But this is devaluing the US $ and greatly increasing the US 
debt (The National Debt is around $23 trillion, and Consumer Debt is $14 trillion, both the highest 
debt ever in US history, and far worse than in 2007/8 when there was the last economic meltdown). 
So when these two planets conjunct on April 5 this could also indicate the dire repercussion of this 
false perception and deception/self deception re the whole political>economic situation in the US
and Global economy (Italy has already gone into recession, and Germany is on the tip of recession, 
and England and Wales have been hit by devastating flooding which will knock its economy, and 
Brexit is not working out as planned by deceptive/self-deceptive B Johnson). In other words this 
could be the time of the first major hit/meltdown/downfall of the Chinese/US/Australian/Global 
economy, as political leaders/politicians/governments/conventional economists/the people at large 
deceive themselves into believing that ‘all is well and nothing to really worry about’. The 2nd and 3rd

conjunctions (on 30 June and 12 November) will add to this equation.
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Once again we need to SEE all these national>global events as linked to the End of Days or 

the closing down/meltdown/collapse of the outgoing Age of Pisces and not as the End of Days in 
the negative bad sense (as Christian Evangelicals do with their adolescent beliefs). On March 23 
Saturn moves out of Capricorn and into Aquarius (the 11th sign) and this will be the ‘seeding’ of 
new (rebirthing) Aquarius Energies. In a real sense we can see this process in the US with Trump 
(representing the old and outdated) and Bernie Sanders (representing the new updated future; 
Bernie is now leading the Democratic polls, having won the Iowa/New Hampshire/Nevada caucus, 
which is a first in US political history). His message is in fact typically Aquarius – Democratic 
Socialism (not ‘socialism’), a Nation/Society that aspires to equality, fraternity, economic justice, 
goodwill and unity-in-diversity. This is why the young people are fully behind his agenda, and also 
why all sectors of US society are also recognising that his message is GOOD and RIGHT. 

So between the coronavirus, and floods/wildfires/locust plagues/earthquakes/volcanic 
eruptions/etc, and the coming economic meltdown (and its huge effect upon politics and societies at
large) we SEE the prophesies of the Christ and Revelations and the Esoteric Teachings (put into 
modern day simplified terminology) coming true. This has nothing to do with Christianity (or Islam 
or Judaism) but with Global Revelation – the end/death of one Astrological Age and the Birth of a 
new Astrological Age. In fact the other day we were speaking to one of our Hindu friends and he 
told us that Hindu’s of course know that the Kalki Avatar (a modern day appearance of Krishna) is 
coming for all Humanity and not for any particular section. Buddhists know this too in terms of the 
coming Buddha Maitreya (Who is not an incarnation of the Buddha per se as the Buddha has gone 
on to his larger cosmic work). It is only the three ‘religions of the book’ that have self-deceived 
themselves into believing that they are special and God-Chosen. They are not, as will be Revealed 
when the World Avatar appears to All Humanity. As the Christ said ‘By their deeds shall ye know 
them’. Of course – it is how one lives ones daily life that determines ‘who and what one serves’.      

           
    

         

    

   

   

   


